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Volta Charging announced a
partnership with Walgreens that
will target installing over 1,000
DC fast charging stalls at over
500 Walgreens throughout the
United States. Volta began
working with Walgreens in 2019
and currently has stations
across 49 different locations.
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Swift Medical launched The Swift
Ray 1, the world's first all-in-one
hyperspectral imaging device for
smartphones that fits in your
pocket. The Swift Ray 1 furthers
the dream of Swift Medical to
equalize and improve healthcare
access for humanity through
intelligent diagnostics.
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BITCENTRAL ACQUIRES POWR.TV

In January, Bitcentral, provider of media workflows for broadcast and digital video, purchased direct-to-
consumer video publishing solution maker Powr.tv. The acquisition continues Bitcentral’s services
transformation, adding best-in-class digital video distribution and monetization capabilities to its existing
industry-leading broadcast workflows.

“Media and Entertainment companies need a streaming platform that is flexible enough to support any
business model, be easy to deploy, manage and maintain, and at the same time enable unique
functionality for building and nurturing thriving content communities,” asserts Steve Petilli, CEO,
Bitcentral. “The combination of Powr.tv and FUEL will provide all of these, making this the platform that
media and entertainment companies have been waiting for.”
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NOTEWORTHY PORTFOLIO COMPANY HIGHLIGHTS & MILESTONES

Tony Diaz, Chairman of Zephyrus Aviation Capital, was a
featured guest on Airfinance Journal’s Week in Review
Podcast with Laura Mueller

Tony shares his insights and thoughts on everything from
how aircraft production is affecting lease rates to “new”
liquidity in the market, and everything in between.

Superfly announces, “Prince: The
Immersive Experience” will debut
in Chicago this summer. The
interactive exhibit offers 10+
multidimensional spaces that
take visitors through Prince’s life,
showcasing his music, creative
evolution, and highlighting his
influential sound.+

Brian is a Managing Director at Virgo and co-leader of the Virgo
Growth Equity platform, where he focuses on investment
opportunities in the media and technology verticals.
Additionally, he manages Virgo’s proprietary sourcing efforts
and internal technology committee.

Brian is a board director at Bitcentral and Realife Tech, leads
Virgo’s investment in Volta Charging (NYSE: VLTA) and is
actively involved in 80 Acres Farms and Superfly. Additionally,
he led or supported Virgo’s now-exited investments in Clinipace,
one77 Music, Combustion Music and the Al Jackson Jr. music
catalog.

In this quarters Executive Spotlight, Brian shares what he views
as the biggest hurdle to overcome when growing a business
successfully.

In this quarters Executive Spotlight, Brian
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to overcome when growing a business.
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